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Dawn of the Dead (2004) Full Movie Download. Dawn of the Dead is a 2004 zombie horror American-German horror film based on the
novel of the same name by George A. Romero. Download Dawn Of The Dead Complete Movie in HD Quality. Full length Dawn Of The
Dead (2004) English Movie Online watch online Dawn of the Dead is a 2004 zombie horror American-German horror film based on the
novel of the same name by George A. Romero.Bare Feet (Summer album) Bare Feet is the third and last studio album by
contemporary Christian music group, Summer. Released in 1995 by BEC Recordings and Ruthless Records, it was distributed by
Sparrow Records. The album was recorded at Barefoot Recording Studio and James "Jimbo" Ross' Southfield Recording Studio in
Detroit, Michigan. It was the last studio album to feature vocalist, songwriter, and guitarist Shane Fontayne before he left the band
and it was also the only Summer album to not be produced by Don Joyce and Ron Joyce. It is the final Summer album to feature "Our
Identity". The lead single, "I'm Yours" charted on the Top 20 Contemporary Christian Songs chart in 1995, the first single to chart by
the band on that chart. The album produced four other Top 20 singles, including the title track "Bare Feet". "Raindrop" was promoted
as the theme song of the 1995 television series, "For Your Eyes Only", which starred Tim Curry and Alfre Woodard. Track listing
"Raindrop" (4:54) "I'm Yours" (4:18) "Bare Feet" (4:35) "Our Identity" (4:40) "Rockin' in the Midnight" (4:35) "It Isn't Good" (3:42)
"Coming Home" (4:48) "Eagle" (4:54) "It's Good to Be Alive" (4:36) "Bite Down" (3:54) "Singing" (2:14) "Living on the Edge" (4:51)
"Moonshine" (5:09) "My Life" (5:24) References External links "Bare Feet" (1995) [Barefoot Records] @ Amazon "Bare Feet" (2003)
[Ruthless Records] @
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